This work investigates the mechanism of adiabatic gas bubble growth from submerged orifices with the view of elucidating the interdependence of the bubble shape and the pressure field during growth and departure. Air injection flow rates between 10 mlph and 100 mlph have been tested for orifices of diameters 0.58 mm, 1.05 mm and 1.6 mm. The force field around single isolated bubbles during growth and detachment has been investigated experimentally with the aid of high speed photography and detailed image processing and measurement of the internal bubble pressure. Different flow rates have been compared in order to elucidate dynamic effects. Combining measurements of the instantaneous gas pressure, measurements of the local curvature and the Young-Laplace equation has allowed the estimation of the liquid pressure field acting on the gas-liquid interface over the entire bubble surface. These have subsequently been decomposed into constitutive components such as buoyancy, contact pressure, capillary and the dynamic pressure forces.
Introduction
Nucleate boiling is a widely used mode of heat transfer. Even though boiling heat transfer is used in a vast range of domestic and industrial technologies, global theories and empirical formulations seem to be elusive. This is largely due to a lack of a complete understanding of the fundamental physics of bubble dynamics, flow and heat transfer at these small time and length scales. This is complicated by the fact that bubble dynamics are sensitive to a vast array of interdependent parameters which makes exhaustive experimentation and exact numerical simulations difficult to achieve.
Since the boiling phenomenon is so complex it is often difficult to isolate and understand the influence of the various parameters individually. With regard to bubble dynamics, an obvious approach is to inject gas bubbles into liquids with both fluids at the same temperature. This adiabatic approach has the advantages of being able to control the mass flux and the triple contact line as well as not having thermally induced convection (buoyant and/or thermocapillary) and other thermal aspects present. In this way the bubble dynamics can be scrutinised and the influence of well controlled parameters understood unambiguously. This being the case, there has been a great deal of experimental work done with regard to adiabatic gas injected bubble growth dynamics [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . Some work has been performed on mathematically predicting adiabatic bubble formation and include the use of the boundary integral method [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] , the Lattice-Boltzmann method [22] and numerical integration of the capillary equation [23] [24] [25] . More recently, CFD simulations have been performed to study various aspects of adiabatic bubble formation [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] on submerged orifices and nozzles and the results show that this is a very promising avenue for research in this branch of physics.
What is known from the body of work on bubble growth is that during bubble growth, the gas/vapour, liquid and solid phases interact dynamically at the bubble interface. Around the bubble dome the relative forces acting on the bubble interface determine the local curvature and aid in determining the bubble shape, motion and departure characteristics. At the triple contact line, the contact angle is dynamic and differs from the static contact angle which also plays a part in determining the bubble dynamics [34] . In this respect, mechanistic-based or numerical models which oversimplify the bubble geometry, such as assuming a constant apparent contact angle [35, 36] or assuming that the bubble remains a section of a sphere [37, 38] can, in many instances, not be representative of the actual physical phenomena since the Laplace pressure drop is sensitive to bubble shape [34] .
There exists a fairly large body of work in the open literature which evaluate the forces acting on bubbles as they grow and depart from surfaces both during surface boiling [e.g. 39, 40] and for gas bubbles growing from a needle or orifice [e.g. 15, 17] . The various forces acting on bubbles, such as the surface tension, contact pressure, buoyancy, inertia and drag, can be evaluated from experimental data. This approach has been used to evaluate bubble growth and departure characteristics with varying degrees of complexity and success. Many of the forces mentioned, such as the buoyancy, surface tension and contact pressure forces are readily calculated from knowledge of the bubble shape. However, calculating the contribution of the dynamic pressure is not quite as trivial since it depends on a complex flow interacting with the bubble. As a first approximation added mass coefficients are often introduced for idealised geometries [41] or modifications of the extended Rayleigh equation for spherical bubble expansion are implemented to obtain an estimation of the dynamic pressure [42, 43] . More recently, Chen and Groll [34] took advantage of the fact that sessile bubbles or pendent drops in a gravity field can be completely described by the capillary equation. In this work the bubble curvature, combined with an empirical correlation with adjustable parameters to best represent measured bubble profiles, were used to obtain information about the dynamic pressure field around the bubbles as they grew and departed from surfaces. It was determined that the dynamic pressure force played a very important role in determining the bubble shape and is thus intimately linked with the bubble dynamic behaviour.
This investigation carries forward from the analysis technique developed by Chen and Groll [34] to determine the pressure field around bubbles being emitted from a submerged orifice into a pool of water. This work will focus on quasi-static bubble growth and the influence that the air injection rate and orifice diameter have on the bubble growth and departure characteristics.
Modelling of the forces and stresses acting on a growing bubble

Forces acting on a growing bubble
A generic bubble can be viewed as a body sitting atop a horizontal surface, as depicted in Fig. 1 . It is possible to divide the bubble surface into a dry area, coincident with the contact area immediately above the orifice, and a wet area which defines the gas-liquid interface. The bubble is fixed to the wall at the contact line defined by the rim of the orifice.
In the ensuing analysis of the bubble dynamics several simplifying assumptions have been made in order to quantify the forces acting on the bubble. These are listed as follows: -All the fluid properties are considered constant and evaluated at room temperature. -Bubble growth is occurring adiabatically and axissymmetrically. -The rate of change of vertical momentum of the gas bubble is negligible compared with the magnitude of the vertical forces acting on it. -The gas pressure is uniform within the bubble and the gas viscous and inertia influences are negligible. -The contact line remains fixed to the rim of the orifice.
Since the injection rate and the gas density are very small the gas momentum is negligible compared with the static forces. This is confirmed by the calculation that the injection rate is below the critical injection rate outlined in [17] , after which gas momentum is no longer negligible. As will be shown later, the assumption is confirmed by the small variation of the salient growth characteristics even with a 10 times increase in the gas injection rate.
Applying the above assumptions reduces the momentum balance on the bubble to what can be considered an equilibrium force balance which takes the form [44, 45] ;
The principle forces acting on the bubble are the partial buoyancy force, F B , the contact pressure force, F CP , the capillary or surface tension force, F C , and the dynamic force, F D .
The bubble contact diameter is measured in this study. It was found that the bubble foot diameter remained fairly constant during the bubble lifetime. As a result, the upwardly directed net hydrostatic force only acts on the volume which exists in the region radially outward from the triple contact line, i.e. the shaded grey region in Fig. 1 . This is to be termed the partial buoyancy force in order to avoid confusion with the classical definition posed by Archimedes. The partial buoyancy force is here defined as, where V B is the volume section of the bubble with liquid both above and below it. For the case when a bubble neck has formed beneath the bubble, V B is determined from the section existing above the minimum neck radius. The contact pressure force is due to the action of the overpressure inside the bubble acting on the projected area of the bubble tip above the orifice and is expressed as,
where P T is the liquid pressure value at the bubble tip and r 0 is the contact radius. The choice of using P T in Eq. (3) simplifies the calculation of the integral of the liquid pressure acting on the upper region of the bubble. The capillary force is a downwardly directed force that tends to keep the bubble attached to the wall. It arises due to capillary action at the triple interface and is related to the contact perimeter of the bubble and contact angle,
where r is the liquid surface tension and h is the contact angle at the triple contact line.
Finally, the dynamical influence of the moving liquid adjacent to the gas-liquid interface in the second term of the RHS of Eq. (1) are, for convenience, grouped into a single force term called the dynamic force and are a result of inertial and viscous effects,
Fig . 1b illustrates the forces schematically. Very detailed information concerning the flow is required to quantify the dynamic force. However, for cases for which the force balance of Eq. (1) is applicable, the dynamic force can be estimated provided that there is sufficient information available to calculate all of the other forces; 
Local stresses acting at the gas-liquid interface
The magnitude of the pressure difference across the curved gasliquid interface is characterised by the Young-Laplace equation;
where DP is the local difference of pressure while R 1 and R 2 are the principal radii of curvature. If a gravity field is applied the hydrostatic force acting on the bubble increases in the direction of the gravitational field causing the bubble shape to deviate from a perfect spherical section. The shape of a bubble in a gravitational field is governed by the capillary equation [46] [47] [48] ;
where R T is the radius of curvature at the tip of the bubble, q l and q g are the density of the liquid and the gas respectively, g is the acceleration due to gravity and y is the vertical distance from the bubble apex.
In the case of dynamic growth it is necessary to take into consideration the fact that liquid inertia effects may, in some circumstances, play a role on the bubble growth and shape. Chen and Groll [34] developed a relationship which relates the bubble curvature to the static and dynamic components of the pressure,
where DP D is the local dynamic pressure difference including the contribution at the bubble tip,
where (P gD À P lD ) is the local dynamic pressure difference while DP TD is the dynamic pressure difference at the apex of the bubble.
Experimental apparatus and image processing
The experimental apparatus illustrated in Fig. 2 has been commissioned which can simultaneously measure the internal gas pressure and the shape of the bubble during growth and detachment.
The bubbles grew at the bottom of a small basin made of Perspex with base dimensions of 60 mm Â 60 mm and a height of 60 mm. The basin is large enough that the influence of the side walls can be considered negligible. The bubbles grew and departed from small orifices of diameters 0.58 mm, 1.05 mm and 1.6 mm drilled through an aluminium cylinder of 2 cm diameter. The top of the vessel is open to the atmosphere and the vessel is partially filled with water at room temperature to a nominal height of 20 mm.
A constant volumetric flow rate of room temperature air was varied between 10 mlph and 100 mlph by a controllable Kd Scientific Model 200 syringe pump. The syringe was connected to the orifice and to a pressure transducer through a ''T'' flow Path 4-ports Hamilton HV 4-3 so that the flow system did not need to be disconnected when drawing air back into the syringe.
In order to measure the pressure history inside the bubble, a fast response ($1 ms) Honeywell 164PC differential pressure sensor was joined to the T valve and measurements were acquired, processed and analysed with LabVIEW. The pressure transducer was calibrated against a U-tube manometer prior to testing.
All experiments were conducted under atmospheric condition and terrestrial gravity. Ultra pure deionised and distilled water was used which was boiled prior to testing to reduce dissolved gas content.
Having high quality images is fundamental to this work since the focus is not only on the principal geometric characteristics of the bubble, such as volume and equivalent area, but also on the bubble curvature and contact angle. Since the bubble growth is generally quite rapid, a NAC Hi-Dcam II high speed camera was utilised with frame rates ranging between 60 fps and 1000 fps depending on the bubble growth rate.
A purpose built Matlab code was written in order to define the relevant bubble characteristics such as the bubble volume, position of the centre of gravity, the coordinates of the bubble interface and the instantaneous contact angle. Fig. 3 illustrates the image processing sequence from the raw image to a 3D reconstructed bubble. The main image processing steps were the determination of a grey scale image (Fig. 3a) , the choice of a threshold for the grey levels, the creation of a black and white picture using the threshold value (Fig. 3b) and then determining the bubble centroid and interface (Fig. 3c) . As was discussed, knowledge of the two principal radii of curvature at each location on the bubble interface is required to quantify the pressure field acting upon it. This required further post-processing which involved the construction of a three dimensional bubble with a continuous surface which is illustrated in Fig. 3d . The 3D bubble was generated assuming axisymmetry and simply revolving the 2D image about the central vertical axis.
For every point on the bubble interface it is possible to approximate one of the principle radii of curvature by numerically fitting a circle that, by considering the neighbouring points, intersects that point such that the tangent to the circle is orthogonal to the outwardly directed normal vector of the interface. A simple routine was written in order to define the equation of the circumference passing through the generic point and its neighbouring points. Once the equation is known it is straight forward to find the value of the radius, and thus the curvature. The assumption of axisymmetry facilitates the formulation of the second radii of curvature which is equal to the length of the segment which extends from the interface to the symmetry axis in the direction normal to the interface.
The gas pressure inside the bubble was measured and is given as, where DP m is the measured differential pressure and P atm is the atmospheric pressure. The local static pressure in the liquid at a vertical distance y from the bubble tip is;
where the first two terms account for the hydrostatic head between the free liquid surface and the apex of the bubble. Neglecting the gas inertia and substituting terms into the Young-Laplace equation, the local dynamic pressure can be estimated using the following relationship;
where P l = q l g(H À h b ) + q l gy represents the hydrostatic component of the local pressure.
Results and discussion
4.1. Bubble growth dynamics for the 1.6 mm diameter orifice Fig. 4 shows a photographic sequence of a bubble growing from the largest orifice tested for the highest air injection rate. The bubble evolution consists of three principal stages as is clear in Fig. 5a which is the time history of the centre of gravity. During the early stage, (<0.2 s), the bubble is emerging from the orifice and its shape is that of a spherical segment. Although the volumetric flow rate is constant, as confirmed in Fig. 5b , the bubble is decelerating. As the bubble volume increases a larger portion of the bubble is acted upon by buoyancy. When this portion of the bubble becomes large enough the bubble becomes progressively more elongated as the force tends to lift the upper portion of the bubble with the bubble foot remaining fixed to the orifice mouth. During this elongation/ expansion stage (0.2 s 6 t 6 0.8 s) the rate of change of the centre of gravity is constant with time as shown in Fig. 5a .
For t > 0.8 s the bubble is in the process of detaching by forming a neck near the bubble base. Now, the influence of buoyancy is enhanced as the curving inward of the neck increases the volume being acted upon by buoyancy. This causes the upper region to accelerate upward as depicted in Fig. 5a where it is noticed that the centre of gravity accelerates upward prior to departure. The acceleration is caused by what is essentially a positive feedback effect whereby the collapsing of the neck of the bubble is responsible for increasing the rate of the necking process by increasing the magnitude of the partial buoyancy force. This eventually leads to break-off of the bubble from the collapsed neck. Fig. 4 also depicts the instantaneous contact angle whose time evolution is plotted in Fig. 6 . From the figure is it possible to clearly identify the three stages of the bubble growth defined by a different behaviour of the contact angle, which has been observed by other researchers [15, 49] . As the bubble emerges from the orifice the contact angle decreases rapidly and changes from an obtuse angle to an acute angle. The partial buoyancy force increases in magnitude until the contact angle reaches a minimum and somewhat steady value of 60°which is more or less maintained during the bubble elongation phase. This lasts until the partial buoyancy force acting on the upper portion of the bubble is so large that it pulls the bubble dome region upward with enough force to form a neck. As the neck forms the contact angle increases and once again becomes obtuse as it begins to pinch off, indicating bubble departure.
The differential pressure transducer facilitated the measurement of the gas pressure within the bubble while it is growing. The differential pressure history is given in Fig. 7 . In agreement with the Young-Laplace equation, the maximum value of the pressure corresponds with the minimum radius which occurs when the bubble is hemispherical with its radius of curvature equal to the orifice radius. As the bubble expands and grows past the hemispherical shape the equivalent radius of the bubble increases and thus the pressure difference decreases monotonically to departure.
Using Eqs. (2), (3), (4) and (6) is it possible to approximate the vertical forces acting on the bubble as it grows. They are plotted with their relative uncertainty bars as a function of time in Fig. 8 . The results are qualitatively similar to the force evolution trends of Duhar and Colin [15] for their quiescent bubble growth test case.
As discussed, the upwardly directed partial buoyancy force, F B , is equal to zero for approximately t < 0.1 s as there is no liquid underneath the bubble until the contact angle drops below 90°a nd the bubble resembles a truncated sphere. From this point onward the upward partial buoyant force acts on the region of the bubble that exists radially outward from the triple contact line and increases at a nearly constant rate and is a significant force during the bubble elongation and departure phases.
The upwardly directed contact pressure force, F CP , due to its dependency on the differential pressure, is maximum near the beginning of the bubble growth when it is hemispherical and the pressure difference is maximum (Fig. 7) . Subsequent to this point in time this force monotonically decreases, generally following the trend of the gas pressure evolution.
The capillary force, F C , is downwardly directed and acts to keep the bubble fixed to the wall. It has an absolute maximum value when the bubble is hemispherical in shape as the sine function in Eq. (5) is unity. Its magnitude is not, however, characterised by major changes during the different growth stages and tends to remain relatively constant.
The dynamic force, F D , is calculated from the resulting force balance (Eq. (6)). Due to error propagation the uncertainty associated with the dynamic force is largest compared with the others. However, Fig. 8 confirms the quasi-static nature of the bubble growth as the dynamic force is, within the context of the experimental uncertainty, negligibly small during the entire bubble life. Fig. 9 shows the bubble centre of gravity and volume curves for varying gas injection rates for both dimensional (left) and nondimensional (right) scales. For the cases considered here the gas injection rates between 10 mlph and 100 mlph are below the critical value defined in [17] as,
beyond which the flow rate is known to influence the growth and departure characteristics. This being the case, the bubble detachment volume does not depend on the gas injection rate with an average departure volume of V det = 29 mm 3 ±3%. Likewise, there is no noteworthy influence of the flow rate on the vertical forces histories depicted in Fig. 8 . Fig. 9 shows that the non-dimensional centre of gravity curves show very good collapse indicating that for the quasi-static growth, the bubble shape depends on the instantaneous bubble volume only. Similar behaviour with regards to the departure diameter and bubble centre of gravity has also been observed in [50] for their low Jakob number bubble growth experiments from an artificial nucleation site during boiling where the volumetric growth rate was not constant with time. 10 illustrates the distribution of the inverse of the principle radii of curvature, 1/R 1 and 1/R 2, with dimensionless distance y/h b , where the vertical coordinate, y, has its origin at the apex of the bubble and increases positively in the direction of gravity, and h b is the instantaneous bubble height. A positive curvature corresponds with the situation whereby the centre of the circle which defines the principle radius is situated to the gas side of the interface. Further to this, it is worth clarifying that R 1 is the local radius with respect to a vertical plane cutting the bubble along its vertical axis, whilst R 2 lies on the orthogonal plane to that of R 1 (Fig. 3d and  10c) .
Depending on the growth stage, it is possible to divide the bubble into three distinct sections. This is depicted in Fig. 10 for a bubble near departure where the neck has formed near the bubble base. Region I, which for this instance is approximately in the range 0 6 y/h b 6 0.6, is the largest section of the bubble. It has an elongated spherical shape in which R 2 remains approximately constant. The magnitude of R 1 is close to that of R 2 so it can be said that Region I is defined by a nearly spherical segment. Even still, R 1 tends to increase slightly in this region causing the curvature to decrease as well. The net effect is that Region I exhibits a moderate decrease in the overall curvature which is of course related to a decrease in the Laplace pressure drop across the interface.
The term 1/R 1 drops to zero as the shape changes from convex to concave in this plane and defines the beginning of Region II. Region II can be considered a transition region between the upper spherical dome (Region I) and the bubble neck (Region III). It is characterised by concaveness with respect to R 1 and a notable drop in R 2 as the bubble begins to pinch-off near the neck. Since the two curvatures act in opposite directions they have opposing influences on the Laplace pressure drop which tends decrease only slightly.
Region III only appears during bubble departure where the neck has formed and bubble pinch-off is occurring, i.e. when the centre of gravity is accelerating. It is important to mention that due to the size and speed of the necking phenomena the image processing quality was poorer in this lower region compared with the other two regions. Nonetheless, in Region III the evolutions of 1/R 1 and 1/R 2 achieve local minimum and maximum values respectively. In the top part of this region the Laplace pressure drop remains somewhat constant due to the offsetting effects of the two principle radii of curvature though is subject to a visible increase in the proximity of the bubble base.
The evolution of the curvature and the effects on the pressure field on the bubble interfaces are plotted in Fig. 11 for dimensionless times corresponding with t/t gr $ 0.1, 0.5 and 1. These are chosen to be indicative of the different stages of bubble growth. The sign convention in Fig. 11 is that positive values correspond with pressure directed outwardly on the bubble (i.e. gas pressure) while negative values correspond with pressure directed inwardly (i.e. liquid pressure).
For t/t gr $ 0.1, Fig. 11 indicates that the bubble is quite spherical. The term 1/R 1 tends to decrease slightly whilst 1/R 2 remains essentially constant such that the sum of the two, and thus the Laplace pressure is subject to a small decrease.
For a mid-growth bubble, i.e. the elongated sphere with a positive contact angle, Fig. 11 shows that the bubble remains essentially spherical in the region of the bubble apex. The subsequent drop in the Laplace pressure approaching the bubble base is due to a decrease in 1/R 1 though the drop is moderated somewhat by a gradual increase in 1/R 2 . For the late stage the curvature profiles depicted in Fig. 11 have already been discussed above.
The quasi-static nature of growth is evident from the negligible value of the dynamic pressure acting on the bubble interface for all the three non-dimensional times analysed. The linear increase of the Young-Laplace drop is in fact balanced by the linear decrease of the liquid pressure. An exception is noted in the proximity of the neck where the dynamic pressure is subject to a sizeable increase due to the sharp constriction of the neck. During a very short interval the concave radius R 2 decreases whereas the convex radius R 1 increases having a net effect of increasing the Laplace pressure. As the neck quickly collapses the surrounding liquid is set into motion to such an extent that hydrodynamic forces, i.e. viscous and/or inertial, become non-negligible.
Effect of orifice diameter
Orifice diameters of 0.58 mm, 1.05 mm and 1.6 mm were tested for the same range of gas injection rates. As evident in the photographic sequences shown in Fig. 12 , the size of the orifice has a notable influence on bubble growth and departure characteristics. In general it is observed that the bubbles tend to be smaller, depart sooner and remain more spherical for the smallest orifice. For the larger orifices the bubbles tend to elongate vertically due to the action of buoyancy, as will be discussed, and depart with larger volumes and departure times.
The evolution of the bubble profiles and their curvatures are plotted respectively in Fig. 13 for the largest and the smallest orifices at the lowest flow rate. Again, non-dimensional times of t/ t gr $ 0.1, 0.5 and 1 have been chosen to be indicative of the early, mid and late growth stages.
At t/t gr $ 0.1 the influence of the orifice diameter is already clear as the two bubble shapes are considerably different. The bubble from the largest orifice has a profile completely inside Region I due to its clear hemispheric shape (1/R 1 $ 1/R 2 ) and, from Fig. 14 , the contact angle is close to 90°. A truncated spherical shape is evident for the bubble growing from the smallest orifice, with a contact angle of approximately 40°.
For mid-growth bubbles (t/t gr $ 0.5) the two shapes resemble truncated spherical-type sections with some elongation due to the increasing influence of buoyancy. Region II begins to form at approximately y/h b > 0.4 as 1/R 1 decreases notably for both bubbles. Approaching the bubble foot (y/h b > 0.8) the two bubble shapes begin to deviate from one another as evident from Fig. 13a . Here, the curvature 1/R 2 increases notably for the 0.58 mm orifice as R 2 approaches r o and indicates the early formation of a neck. As evident in Fig. 14 , the contact angle has increased moderately from 40°and continues to do so until the departure phase. The net effect on the overall curvature is a moderate drop over the upper bubble dome and a notable increase near the bubble foot where the neck is forming. Conversely, for the 1.6 mm orifice, the contact angle has dropped to around 60°and the curvature, 1/R 2 , increases only slightly near the bubble foot. Here, the influence of buoyancy is stronger since it acts on a larger volume causing the bubble to elongate and deviate further from a truncated spherical segment. The overall curvature decreases monotonically from the bubble tip to base.
For the late stage bubbles (t/t gr $ 1) the curvature profiles for the 1.6 mm orifice have been discussed earlier. In comparison, there is a notable influence of the orifice size on the bubble neck profiles. For the larger diameter orifice the neck has associated with it an hourglass type of profile. In this region 1/R 1 decreases, becomes negative and reaches a local minimum where the width of the neck is thinnest, i.e. where 1/R 2 is maximum. Here the neck is collapsing which eventually ends in the complete pinching of the neck and bubble break-off. Beyond this inflection point 1/R 2 Fig. 12 . Photographic sequence of bubble formation for a gas injection rate of 10 mlph and orifice diameter of (a) 1.6 mm (b) 1.05 mm and (c) 0.58 mm.
increases until R 2 $ r o causing 1/R 1 to increase and 1/R 2 to decrease respectively. Here, the contact angle depicted in Fig. 14 increases to become an obtuse angle as the neck collapses. Conversely, for the 0.58 mm orifice both 1/R 1 and 1/R 2 are approximately equal and uniform over the bubble dome indicating that it is nearly spherical. However, beyond y/h b $ 0.8, 1/R 1 decreases and I/R 2 increases sharply. This is indicative of the short and nearly cylindrical neck which is evident in Figs. 12 and 13a , which is strikingly different than the neck profile of the largest orifice. As shown in Fig. 14 the contact angle increases but remains acute until the neck begins to collapse and the pinching and bubble break off event occurs. This occurs extremely fast for the small orifice compared with the largest orifice which is consistent with previous observations [51] . Overall, the curvature profiles, 1/R 1 + 1/R 2 , both tend to decrease moderately in magnitude moving downward from the tip with an increase near the bubble foot which is much more pronounced for the smaller orifice. Fig. 15 illustrates the local pressures (Eq. (13)) acting along the bubbles corresponding with Fig. 13 . Of course the Young-Laplace pressure (P YP ) profiles are related to the overall curvature profiles in Fig. 13 . The static liquid pressures and the measured pressure differentials tend to be of similar magnitude. The dynamic pressure components are negligible for early and mid growth though, as discussed earlier, increase in the neck region near departure due to hydrodynamic forces as the neck collapses. Since the neck collapse event occurs much faster for the smaller orifice bubble, the magnitude of the dynamic pressure is notably larger than that of the larger orifice bubble. Fig. 16 illustrates the evolution of the vertical forces for the case of the lowest flow rate. Apart from the dynamic forces which are negligible, the magnitude of the forces decrease with decreasing orifice diameter as do their relative magnitudes during the respective growth histories.
Considering Eq. (3), the magnitude of the contact pressure force decreases with orifice size since the pressure difference DP / 1/r o The magnitude of the capillary force (Eq. (4)) decreases with orifice diameter since the smaller contact perimeter is augmented by a smaller value of the contact angle as depicted in Fig. 14 . The decreased contact angle is largely due to a decrease in the magnitude the partial buoyancy force with orifice size. The partial buoyancy force decreases simply due to the fact that the smaller orifice produces smaller bubbles (Fig. 12 ) with a corresponding decrease in the V B in Eq. (2) . Unlike the larger orifices, the partial buoyancy force acts on the bubble emitted from the smallest orifice straight away since h < 90°almost immediately. However, due to its smaller size it does not have as strong an influence on the bubble shape during early and mid growth. An uncomplicated measure of the level of influence on the bubble shape is to consider the ratio, K, of the measured contact angle and the angle which would exist if the bubble were a perfect spherical segment of the same volume and bubble foot radius,
where s and R are the centre of curvature and radius of a perfect spherical segment respectively. For mid growth (t gr $ 0.5) K = 1.25, 1.55 and 1.75 for the 0.58 mm, 1.05 mm and 1.6 mm diameter orifices respectively, indicating increased bubble deformation with the increased strength of buoyancy for increasing orifice size. It is also clear from Fig. 16 that the relative magnitudes of the forces are largely influenced by the orifice size. In particular, the relative contribution of the contact pressure force diminishes with orifice diameter. For the largest orifice, the contact pressure is the dominant upwardly directed force for a large portion of the bubble lifetime and is approximately equal to the partial buoyancy force at departure. On the other hand, the contact pressure decreases below the partial buoyancy force for the smaller two orifices and the crossover point occurs earlier with decreasing orifice size. At departure it is evident that the contact pressure becomes progressively less influential with decreasing orifice size to the extent that, for the smallest orifice, it plays a minor role at departure. Since each liquid has a unique capillary length defined here as,
it is practical to say that that the relative importance of the contact pressure force diminishes as the dimensionless ratio, d o /L c , decreases, in particular at departure since the bubbles are generally much larger than the orifice for small d o /L c .
This being the case, it is likely that the departure volume will approach the Tate Volume [52] , V T , for sufficiently small orifice diameters since it is derived from a balance of buoyancy and capillary forces with a departure contact angle in the region of 90°s uch that; Fig. 17 shows the measured departure volume versus orifice diameter for this work as well as those of Di Marco et al. [46] for air bubbles injected into water from orifices of 0.14 mm and 0.32 mm diameters. The Tate Volume is also plotted in the figure. It is clear that V det ? V T for the smaller orifices. However, V det become progressively smaller than V T with increasing orifice diameter due to the increasing influence of the contact pressure.
Since the relative importance of the contact pressure is related to d o /L c , a simple power law dependence to account its influence is given here as,
where the data from this work for each orifice radius and all injection rates has been used in conjunction with the Di Marco [47] water data for the regression analysis. Fig. 17 shows good agreement for the water data for orifice diameters in the range of 0.14 mm 6 d o 6 1.6 mm. Non-dimensionalizing the departure volume with the orifice radius such that V = ¼ V det =r Roughly, values of V / in the region of 1000 and above correspond with V det $ V T where the bubbles are quite spherical and are significantly larger than the corresponding orifice size. Below this, the contact pressure becomes increasingly more important and the bubbles tend to elongate to the extent that the bubble size at departure is similar to that of the orifice. Albeit developed from water measurements, Eq. (19) can be considered a general expression for the prediction of the bubble departure volumes from submerged orifice. This correlation differs from the preponderance of the bubble departure theories and correlations which exist in the literature which typically predict the bubble departure diameter or equivalent departure diameter based on the departure volume. This later method may well be applicable for cases where where the bubbles become progressively more elongated. Conversely, the proposed correlation does not require any assumption about the bubble shape at departure. Harkins and Brown [53] proposed a similar functional relationship as that of Eq. (18) though for the volume of detached water droplets. Their investigation was focussed on developing an accurate drop weight technique for measuring the surface tension of liquids. They correctly noted that the law of Tate, i.e. that the weight of a drop is proportional to the tip radius and the surface tension (mg = pd o r), was not strictly correct as it also depended on the shape of the drop. They hypothesised that this could be accounted for by introducing a dependence on a ratio of the tip radius with a linear dimension of the bubble, such as the capillary length, L c . In this way, the weight of the liquid drop could be expressed as a relation such as mg = pd o r f(d o /L c ). In [53] , the function f(d o /L c ) was termed a correction that should be used for translating drop weight data into surface tension measurements. It should be noted that Harkins and Brown [53] used the Capillary Number, a, to represent a linear dimension of the bubble related to its shape which is related to the Capillary Length used here through a 2 ¼ 2L 2 c . The ratio of the drop mass (or volume) to the Tate mass (or volume) can be expressed as,
which was determined by weighing drops for different liquids and different tip radii. Fig. 19 shows a comparison between the predictions of Eq. (18) of this work with the drop weight data tabulated by Harkins and Brown [53] for their drop weight measurements which included data from previous researchers for low d o /L c . The data is only plotted for the approximate range of d o /L c associated with the data in Fig. 18 (i.e. 0.05 6 d o /L c 6 1.7) and a representative set of bubble measurements are also included in the plot. Interestingly, the current correlation accurately predicts the liquid drop weight data, even though it was developed from a limited set of bubble departure volume measurements. It is noted, however, that the Harkins and Brown [53] drop weight data reaches a local minimum at d o /L c $ 3 (not shown) after which f(d o /L c ) subsequently increases.
As a result, caution should be used in the implementation of Eq. (18) beyond the parameter range for which it has been shown to be valid.
Conclusions
Quasi-static bubble growth in water has been investigated experimentally at terrestrial gravity for different gas injection rates and orifice sizes. Considering the bubble shape and resultant pressure field revealed three distinct growth regions. Early growth is characterised by a bubble retaining a truncated spheroid-type geometry until the bubble volume subject to buoyancy increases to the extent that the hydrostatic pressure tended to elongate the bubbles during the mid growth stage. Finally, when the partial buoyancy force is large enough, the final stage occurs where a neck forms at the bubble base which collapses causing bubble break-off. The quasi-static growth and departure characteristics showed little dependence on the growth rate though a notable dependence on the orifice size. In particular, the smaller orifices produced smaller and more spherical bubbles that were generally much larger in proportion to the orifice size. These influenced the bubble shape, the relative contribution of the contact pressure force and the departure characteristics. On this last point, an uncomplicated empirical correlation has been formulated to predict the bubble departure volume over a broad range of fluid and orifice size combinations. The correlation appears valid for quasi-static bubble growth for bubbles with a fixed triple contact line in the range of 0.0007 6 Bo 6 0.7. The correlation shows very good agreement with the pendant drop data of Harkins and Brown [53] over the same range of Bond numbers.
